Abstract: Franz Waxman composed over 150 film scores, the most famous of which is Billy Wilder's film noir Sunset Boulevard (1950). The film plot bears a striking resemblance to Rod Serling's teleplay for The Twilight Zone, "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine" (1959). Waxman, composer of the film, was approached to compose a score for a television episode that was what many term a shortened version of Wilder's film for the small screen, but with supernatural elements. This article serves to remedy the dearth of literature on this topic and to form an examination of the ways that Waxman conceived of music to accompany films with similar themes but on different screens. Through this comparison of the two scores, a clearer picture of Waxman's approaches to composing music for moving images will be presented.
T he yearning to return to one's past is nothing unusual, especially on the Hollywood screen. Billy Wilder's 1950 film noir Sunset Boulevard, about an actress who refuses to accept that her fame has passed her by, remains one of the classic films that deal with this subject. It also bears a striking resemblance to Rod Serling's 1959 teleplay for The Twilight Zone, "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine," featuring a protagonist who has suffered the same fate. a common theme found in both the film and the teleplay deals with the attempt to escape from contemporary hectic life and return to a simpler time, in turn reclaiming lost youth. Therefore, it should come as no surprise that the CBS Music Department approached Franz Waxman, composer of the film score, to write a score for a television episode that many regard as a concise version of Wilder's film for the small screen, but with supernatural elements. While the scores for both the film and television episode bear some similarities, the styles in which Waxman composed were dictated by the available sound recording and reproduction technology for film and television of the time. Consequently, it is crucial to articulate the technological differences in the differing viewing locales of cinema and living room to understand the reason why a composer may write differently for film and television.
although much discussion has materialized on Wilder's film and some on Serling's episode, an examination of the music of the two in tandem has not yet surfaced. This article serves to remedy this dearth of literature and to examine the ways ARTICLE in which Franz Waxman conceived of music to accompany films with similar themes but for different viewing environments, identifying the technological limitations of moving image sound in the 1950s as a primary reason for these differences. Whereas the musical material might be similar for both the film and television episode, the fundamental difference between them lies in the orchestration, which is dictated by the contemporary technologies of film, sound recording and reproduction, and television. This article will show how these two environments drive compositional methods and, through a comparison of the two scores, a clearer picture of Waxman's approaches to composing music for moving images on big and small screens will emerge.
Practical matters of audio capabilities in music composition
Sounds for both film and television are acoustic events, "heard and experienced by particular audiences occupying specific sites and spaces of reception," something that directly resulted from the publicized versus privatized viewing spaces of the respective media.
1 although "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine" and Sunset Boulevard premiered almost a decade apart, it is important to account for the sound technologies available at the time of each work's release. The differences in television and film sound derive from the technological capabilities of the system on which each was recorded and played: the film and the speakers. Most concerns about television's capabilities focused on picture quality. However, a more pressing, yet overlooked, issue concerns the sound quality. In its earliest publicity, television was promoted as technology that added picture to sound, but, as Thomas Hutchinson acknowledges, in actuality it did not add sound, but rather accompanied it.
2 Television in the 1950s was hindered by what some called its "mediocre sound quality."
3 Sound quality in films and television shows of the late 1940s and early 1950s was not only a product of the sound system on which it was were recorded, but also the sound film on which it was played. Throughout the 1950s, not only were there audio interference issues on television, but also an FCC (Federal Communications Commission)-mandated drop in audio power, limiting the sounds that televisions could produce. This reduction in sound quality emanated not from the television sets themselves, but from the actual broadcasts. 4 Indeed, additional problems also included a decrease in audio strength in certain parts of the country, a wide range of frequencies that affected transmission of sound, and limited capabilities of television stations regarding audio-not to mention variations among individual television sets.
5
In 1959, when "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine" aired, 85.9% of american households owned at least one television set. 6 The majority of american families retained their first television sets for at least a decade, opting to repair them as a more cost-effective option than replacement, until they could afford an upgrade, usually to color. as a result, types of television set and their technological capabilities varied greatly. In 1959, at least some homes may have had televisions manufactured at least as early as 1948, if not earlier.
7
Most television sets had small speakers and many people could not afford larger systems. 8 The type of television set also dictated the sound quality: console sets had larger speakers than tabletop sets, improving the sound, and the console cabinet also aided sound reproduction.
9 To augment the tabletop sets' small speakers, the consumer could purchase additional speakers, but few pursued this option. Figure 1 illustrates the relative smaller size of the tabletop sets' speakers, which were to be found at the front near the knobs, when compared with the Networks, sound stages, and composers were all aware of the problems and tried to remedy them in the best way they could-by use of microphones.
10
During the recording of film scores, the choice of where to position the orchestra was at the discretion of the recording engineer and there was no one correct place for the instrumentalists to sit in relation to the microphone.
11 Some television composers not only chose the type of microphone for recording their scores, but also sometimes specified the distance of the player from the microphone.
12 although close-miking was available on sound stages, for 14 Part of the reason for this was that there was no sound control standard in recording for films. 15 However, there was also the issue of television sound technology, which at that time was a pale imitation of state-of-the-art motion picture sound reproduction. 16 The poorer sound quality was reminiscent of the early days of sound film.
17
Ironically, although the music score for "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine" was recorded on three-channel 35 mm magnetic film, the optical sound of the prints that were telecast was inferior in terms of frequency range. Sunset Boulevard was recorded on 35 mm mono Western electric film. Similarly, The Twilight Zone, except for six episodes, was shot on three-channel 35 mm film in mono. 18 Mono, or monaural, sound uses one or more microphones which are mixed into a single audio signal which may employ multiple speakers in reproduction.
Music composed for a television show differed in sound quality depending on whether one was listening to the recording, in the dubbing room or in the home. Composer earle Hagen wrote in his textbook on composing for film and television that, since the dubbing room is a fundamentally different environment than the living room, it would behoove a composer to take the television film home after dubbing to experience watching it as the audience would and then return to the dubbing room "with a little more knowledge about how to achieve an end result that is effective in the home, which is the only place where your musical contribution to T.V. counts."
19 He notes that the ambient noise of the home will "compete with, and tend to destroy, the music you have written.
[…] The final product in T.V. suffers much more than in the theater." 20 a home's ambient noise was part of the technical aesthetics of television viewing in the 1950s, but there was also 13 London, Film Music, 167. 14 London, Film Music, 165. 15 London, Film Music, [206] [207] Film Music, 206 the noise of television broadcast transmission to consider. 21 another factor was the distortion of sound as a result of the processes that a television film underwent:
By the time your product has been recorded, re-recorded, subjected to the academy roll-off, transferred to optical, printed, duplicated, transmitted, and received in the home on a four inch speaker, you will swear that there is no music left on the track. Unquestionably, the final music product has suffered-but only in relationship to the overall product.
[…] The medium of T.V. is composed of a certain amount of loss.
22
But recording and transfer were not the only problems that affected television sound. Throughout most of the country, especially for those who lived outside of cities, static was a pervasive problem during transmission, impairing the possibilities of a clear sound.
23 as composer Robert e. Dolan wrote in his composition textbook for film and television music, the sound of television shows is directly influenced by the quality of the equipment from which it emanates.
24
Film, on the other hand, faced no such audio limitations or problems, although there was a large variance in sound quality among individual theaters. Unlike television, there were similarities between how the recorded music sounded in the dubbing room and how it sounded in the movie theater.
25 as Richard T. Hubbell wrote, film sound featured a binaural contrast not possible in television which at this time was monaural.
26 although many theaters in 1950 still strictly operated in mono with optical sound, others began to use multiple-channel stereo systems, creating what some described as a wall of sound. Most theaters operated in mono rather than stereo by the end of the decade relatively few films were released in stereo. a film's motion picture studio determined how a film would be released. Paramount, for example, released very few of its films in stereo during the decade, not wanting to force theaters to invest in new sound systems. until the late 1950s, 27 a format that was considered the most realistic form of sound reproduction.
28 at the time of Sunset Boulevard's release, theaters were typically equipped with mono setups and only had a single speaker behind the screen from which the sound would emanate. Variations in movie theater sound equipment were less pronounced than those in television sets, resulting in greater consistency of sound. Still, as advanced as some theaters were, the majority of them dealt with issues of uncorrected reverberation and an inability to remain faithful to the acoustic requirements of the sound film.
29
Offering clear reproduction of music in a film was a priority, as one trade magazine reported: "modern recording practice intentionally reduces the modulation of dialogue in order that dramatic music and sound effects may have the advantage of adequate volume."
30 By the mid-1940s, theaters used a two-way loudspeaker system that would "give vastly superior sound performance to the loudspeaker systems of the one-way variety utilized in most home radios and many old style theatre sound reproducing systems."
31 By the late 1940s, older sound systems were "absolutely incapable of reproducing faithfully the excellent sound recorded in film" and the theater owners had to either modernize them or replace them altogether.
32
Wallace Sabine, a.W. Nye and other scientists discuss, in lectures and publications reproduced by the academy of Motion Picture arts and Sciences, the properties of sound and how they are conveyed to the human ear in movie theaters. according to Nye, for example, if any overtones in string instruments are lost during recording, the instrument's sound will be improperly heard. 33 Violins are especially prone to this, but violas and cellos can suffer too.
34
String sounds also tended to suffer during electronic amplification and often sounded distorted.
35 S.K. Wolf presents a chart depicting Weber's Law, which sets out the ranges of instruments that are easily audible to the human ear. This can be seen in Figure 3 which anything outside of the dotted shape is beyond the audibility threshold; the further outside of the shape, the more difficult it is to hear. The top of the chart represents the loudest or strongest sounds and the bottom the lowest or weakest. Wolf maintains that, when recording music for a film, a composer and sound engineer should consult the chart to determine what instruments and recording tools such as microphones and reproduction systems would be able to faithfully reproduce the sound in the film.
36
Movie theaters were equipped with sound systems appropriate to their shape, dimensions, and seating capacity. Trade journals advised projectionists on speaker placement and how to correct and judge proper film volumes for the space in which the film would be shown.
37 Sound systems were also chosen according to industry standards for wattage of output power as measured against size of theater.
38
Theaters typically had sound systems appropriate for their size and shape.
39 Poor sound quality in theaters was usually the fault of a sound system that was inappropriate for the space or the theater's acoustics. 40 articles in trade magazines, such as the ones republished as The Sound Track Book of the Theatre from the late 1940s, guided film projectionists in everything regarding cinema sound, such as how to orient the loudspeakers for optimal sound or how to modernize that sound.
41
Film sound was adjustable according to the size and shape of the theater and the number of occupants. Television sound, however, was one-size-fits-all, regardless of the room size or the number of people in the room. Televisions, in addition, did not have as wide a volume range or speakers as powerful as those in cinemas. Composers had therefore to compensate for this. Paramount, the studio that produced Sunset Boulevard, became a leader in improved sound recording fidelity and reproduction by using fine-grain film stock. These new film stock prints had none of Lev, "Genres and Production Trends, 1950-1954," in idem., The Fifties, 59. at her door, she arranges for him to move in and work as her ghostwriter while he reworks her screenplay called Salome which she believes will return her to the limelight. after Cecil DeMille (as himself) turns down her script, Norma kills Joe in a desperate lover's rage when he tries to leave her, resulting in her having hallucinations, believing that she is on a set filming her next movie.
By the time Rod Serling wrote "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine," Sunset Boulevard already held a reputation as an exceptionally executed film and a near-perfect view of the twisted world into which Hollywood had morphed. David Melbye terms the episode "a melodramatic Hollywood fantasy." Wilder's film undoubtedly influenced him. 45 Like Sunset Boulevard, Serling's adaptation has an ironic self-referentiality. 46 In "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine," aging film star Barbara Jean Trenton (Ida Lupino) lives alone aside from her maid, Sally (alice Frost). Barbara secludes herself daily in her private screening room, where she reminisces about her lost film career by watching her films from 25 years ago. In an attempt to return her to reality, her agent Danny Weiss (Martin Balsam) arranges a part for her in a new movie, which she resentfully declines since she would play a mother. Danny then brings former leading man Jerry Hearndon (Jerome Cowan) to visit Barbara in an attempt to make her stop dwelling on the past. Jerry, who is now also older and has retired from acting many years ago, currently manages a grocery store chain. Jerry's new career and older appearance horrifies Barbara and drives her further into seclusion. Sally, attending to Barbara, finds the screening room empty and is stunned by what she sees on the screen. She calls Danny over and he sees the same thing: Barbara in the living room of the house on the screen, filled with movie stars as they appeared in her old films. 47 Both the plots of the movie and The Twilight Zone episode, as well as the function of music and Waxman's scoring, bear striking similarities, which, in the words of Christina Gier, "works to emphasize the film's dramatic tension between youth versus age."
48 While Norma goes to see Cecil DeMille and has her film rejected, Barbara is brought to a fictitious producer, Marty Sall (Ted deCorsia), but it is she who does the rejecting because of her resentment of being asked to play "a mother. Very alive, very vibrant." "as opposed to what?" she asks Sall, "a corpse?" 49 Both the film and the episode focus on the home as a museum of the past which both women keep, whether by means of the photographs of themselves in costume that each keeps in her home, or by watching their old films. The film and the television episode function as time capsules that allow us to see both the aging and young starlet simultaneously. 50 Both women not only possess varying forms of their own image-filmic and photographic-but these images also possess them, with each woman surrounding herself with snapshots of her prime; and they define themselves by these remnants of this past. 51 For both Barbara and Norma, "life had become for her a living death; death allows an escape into a wonderful alternative." 52 as a result, both women have subordinated themselves to their screen persona. 53 Like Norma, Barbara is in denial that she is in her sunset years, and believes that she can return to the screen on her own terms despite its impossibility.
54
The final scenes of both the movie and the episode feature the most prominent similarities. Figures 4 and 5 come from the final scene of Sunset Boulevard and "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine" respectively, depicting each woman's descent down the stairway in her home.
55
What is especially evident in these two scenes is that both the television episode and the film focus on the "death-in-life" of the protagonists who, once film starlets, are now each "a parody of her incarnations, as she lives among her memories, delusions, and the remnants of a ghostly Hollywood past." 56 In each case, people at the foot of the stairs surround the protagonist, who in each case descends with open arms. In "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine," Barbara appears on a movie screen as Danny watches the events that occur, unknown to her, at that very moment in the foyer. This becomes clear when the onscreen Barbara blows Danny a kiss and then throws her scarf at him. When he goes out to the foyer after switching off the projector, he finds the same scarf on the floor, exactly where the onscreen Barbara threw it. Both the film and the television scenes end with the camera falling out of focus.
Franz Waxman composed over 150 film scores and several television scores. The score for "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine" was Waxman's first foray into television scoring. as such, it allowed him to synthesize his film scoring technique for the small screen which would be featured in episodes of later shows such as The Fugitive (1963 ), Kraft Suspense Theatre (1964 -1965 ), and Gunsmoke (1966 . His compositional styles varied greatly, and he always carefully adapted his music for the purposes of the film in question.
57
He understood music's dramatic function and never composed a musical score in a specific style simply based on the film's genre. His film compositions feature economy of musical material, mastery in the shaping and contouring of melodic lines and repetitive thematic material, acute awareness and skill in orchestral color and texture, and innovative and unusual blends of musical idioms and styles. He often stated that he entered into the characters' minds to write their music.
58
In general, Waxman's approach to composing music for the moving image is predominantly coloristic, in which he considers timbre before notes.
59
He considered music for both film and television as sets of variations, and therefore altered them according to the action on screen, often implementing the leitmotif technique. 60 He described his film music leitmotifs as "characteristically brief, with easily recognizable and sharp profiles that permit repetition through varying forms and textures, to help musical continuity." 61 Waxman recognized the uniqueness of film music in that it:
Operates in set of circumstances quite different from the circumstances in which other music is heard. Film music is heard only once-not many times as concert music is.
[…] It should have simplicity and directness. It must make its point immediately and strongly. The emotional impact must come all at once. to pick up flawlessly where the last one ended. His father conceived of the keys and orchestration of the themes in a manner such that they would fit together like a puzzle, resulting in a through-composed sounding score.
64 Some have described the score to Sunset Boulevard as a sonata in noir due to its seamless composition, and Waxman constructed "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine" similarly. In fact, the cue sheet for the episode does not list the individual cues; rather it lists only "Sixteen-Millimeter Suite." 65 each cue's construction in the episode sounds seamless as well. This is because Waxman, who came from the classical Hollywood film music tradition, used tonal relationships to give the film-and, in this case, the episode-a sense of unity. One of Waxman's responsibilities in composing the score for "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine" was not only to write music evocative of the 1950s film, but also to limn the new storyline at hand. 66 Waxman intimately weaves his music for both the large and small screens into the action and the narrative. In Sunset Boulevard, Norma's music contains both low, pulsating notes and frequent trills to highlight her unstable mental state, and Mervyn Cooke sees Richard Strauss's opera Salome (1905) as the inspiration for this. 67 Waxman felt that original scoring, not the use of pre-existing music in filmic contexts, could better serve the scene and dramatic plan. as Waxman recounted, Wilder originally used Strauss's "The Dance of the Seven Veils" from Salome for the final scene's temp track and wanted to make it part of the final score, but he decided to have Waxman write the music both to save money (it would have cost too much money to obtain the usage rights for Strauss's music) and to avoid insulting Waxman.
68
Television scores had smaller budgets than the music for film scores, necessitating smaller orchestras and sometimes orchestras comprised of unusual combinations of instruments. 69 In the 1950s television producers often had to deal with much more limited budgets than did film producers. 70 The budget for Sunset Boulevard totaled $1.75 million, in contrast to "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine," which totaled a little over $54,000.
71 although the total amount devoted to the music of each remains unknown, it was likely to have been similarly unequal. Because of this, one of the most noticeable differences between the two is the instrumentation. The score for Sunset Boulevard consists of a full orchestra and relies heavily on the brass section, whereas in "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine" the orchestra comprises two clarinets, six violins, one flute (doubling with an alto flute or a piccolo), one piano, one trumpet, a vibraphone, one horn, one cello, one trombone, and one double bass. aside from the flute and clarinet, the instruments in "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine" are more powerful than those featured in Sunset Boulevard. Waxman's choice of instruments for the film and television solos is not attributable only to Hollywood scoring conventions for character depictions, but also whether the sound would be audible in the viewing location on account of the type of speakers likely to be found there. Partially because of trade publications and studies such as those shown in Figure 3 analyzing the audibility threshold, Waxman likely understood how a musical score would sound in different environments and brought this understanding into his television scores. Hence, musical themes and motifs shared by the film and episode were orchestrated differently.
as such, owing to the number of players in the orchestra, the sounds on the small television speakers are usually much less forceful than those on the big screen. Film composers, such as Waxman, who eventually wrote for television, understood these limitations and attempted to remedy this problem as best they could by using instruments that would not only provide the necessary musical impact, but also the volume crucial in successfully conveying the aural nuances of the small screen. These techniques include the ability to convey low dynamic levels or countermelodies that are not obvious due to their placement under a large section's main melody. as London reminds us in terms of film music, "there is no point in overloading it with excessively rich chords, just as it is not advisable to exaggerate the number of parts in the music. To indicate plainly what is required, one could maintain that a good movement in two melodies is best suited to the sound film."
72 Because of the sound capabilities of movie theater speakers, the themes in Sunset Boulevard London, Film Music, [182] [183] can be orchestrated with more subtle-sounding instruments than in "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine." Norma's theme, for example, is usually played by a single violin, by several violins, or by a flute. In "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine," Waxman gives solos to the horns and the alto saxophone as they have a greater dynamic power.
We can observe these contrasts by looking at specific themes. In Sunset Boulevard, both Norma and Joe have their own leitmotifs, each representing the time in which they live. Norma, who dwells on the past and mentions her encounters with Rudolph Valentino at her parties, appropriately receives a classic-sounding tango melody, while Joe, a 1950s urbanite who lives in the moment, gets a jazzy bebop motif, a type of music that in film and television of the day represented both youth and the hectic element of big-city life. Composer Leith Stevens once noted that the "loud frenetic beat of bop" is used in film as a motif for youth, since they tend to "insulate themselves from the world of reality." By using a tango for Norma's theme, Waxman "is characterizing her as steamy, sultry, Latin and, in 1950, conspicuously out of date." 74 Waxman remarks on his use of music for the film are as follows:
The main theme is one of a tango character, which stems from a scene in which Gloria Swanson makes a reference to the early days of Hollywood and the tango dancing of Rudolph Valentino. This is the atmosphere in which she still lives in 1950 and I took this little bit of characterization as the inspiration for the musical theme. as we can see the hero packing to leave her house, the music underneath is the same as the main title only much slower, much heavier, much more foreboding of the tragic things to come. as he leaves the house she runs frantically after him. at this time the tango theme repeats itself in twisted and tortured harmonies until the fatal shot is heard. Then as we discover her in the grotesque pose, her mind clearly half-gone, we hear a faint oboe solo in a theme as disjointed as her mind is in this moment.
75
although Waxman never spoke specifically about his composition of "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine" score, we can see that musical styles in both the film and television episode recur for specific events, such as in depicting the two protagonists' mental states. the Quarterly Journal, 1974 -1978 (Sherman Oaks, Ca: The Film Music Society, 2004 280-288 Unlike in Sunset Boulevard, there are no leitmotifs for each character. Because of the length of "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine"-22 minutes without commercials-using numerous instances of one or more leitmotif(s) would sound monotonous, whereas in the 115-minute film it works.
Waxman uses similar instrumentation and genres in the two scores; for example, he composes a waltz-a musical marker of nostalgia-to represent both Norma's and Barbara's personal longings for a return to the past. 76 Waxman uses alto saxophone and horn to depict The Twilight Zone episode's modernity, while depicting the past with full orchestra, often using a solo violin. 77 Similarly, Waxman's score for the movie contains two principal melodic motifs, each of which has a modernistic touch, 78 and he does something very similar in the television episode. Only a few dissimilarities can be found in the orchestration of the two scores, including a lighter emphasis on strings in the television score and a greater emphasis on saxophones.
Waxman takes a similar approach in the film score and in both scores he composes the music as an additional narrative voice. His use in the film of multiple strings, for instance, depicts Norma's feeling of emptiness. and "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine," for example, features a cue called "The Penthouse," a sumptuous romantic melody for strings emerging out of a jazzy waltz for saxophone, trumpet, and brushed snare drum, to describe the aging actress's sentiment towards the past. 79 The saxophone also represents a seductress, here seen in various capacities, whether trying to gain a younger man as her lover or charm her agent. 80 This cue plays at the moment that Barbara reflects on her past career as a movie star and repeats with augmented rhythms in the subsequent cue, "a Visitor." These adjacent cues use the same melodic material. In their individual contexts, their melodies serve as a leitmotif for Norma or even her past, then her past resurfacing in the form of Jerry.
In comparing Norma's theme in example 3 with "The Penthouse" theme in example 4, save for a few minor differences they are the same theme, but orchestrated differently. This music would be something viewers familiar with the film would likely recognize. Theater speakers would have the technological capabilities to transmit the flute melody, whereas in the television version a slightly more powerful wind instrument-the alto saxophone-is used to convey the music through the less powerful speakers.
The "Prelude" to Sunset Boulevard and the "Prologue" of "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine" contain similar musical gestures and are equally short in length. Both contain similar rhythms and motivic ascents by thirds. There are other cues that share similar musical gestures, such as the viola line in "an aging actress" from Sunset Boulevard and "The Penthouse" from "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine," as examples 5 and 6 illustrate. again, in a theater, a viola could easily be heard, whereas on television, a stronger, louder instrument-an alto saxophone-is needed.
Returning to the final scene of the movie and television episode, both employ dramatic chromaticism, which lends itself well to the dramatic representation of madness; it also was thought to represent women's fickle nature and rapidly changing emotions in film. The protagonists in each version become trapped in a movie-figuratively for Norma as her mental state deteriorates and she believes that she is on a movie set, and literally for Barbara as she now resides inside of the movie screen with her former co-stars as they appeared a quarter of a century ago. although Waxman regarded music that depicts mental illness as cliché, he nonetheless believed that "if done with taste and imagination," the result could be effective; the final scene of both Sunset Boulevard and "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine" serve as testaments to this. 81 For Sunset Boulevard's final scene, Waxman composes trills to represent Norma's tortured and demented mind.
While the main tango theme alternating with the tremolos accompanies Norma's scene, Barbara's music operates slightly differently. When the scene begins, a kind of supernatural-sounding music with tremolos, juxtaposed with an atonal flute melody and a lyrical violin solo, emphasizes Danny's reaction to seeing Barbara on the screen. a distorted-sounding piano line accompanies Barbara's close-up on the screen, demonstrating her entrapment in the past and underscoring her mental breakdown. Indeed, Serling allows Barbara to "achieve what earthbound Norma could only dream of: Serling's failed star dissolves into a silver screen. analogously, in "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine," Waxman composes subtle tremolos to achieve the same effect of mental breakdown. From the film's opening, and up to this point, Norma's tango theme gradually deteriorates. In Sunset Boulevard, Waxman himself notes that, for the final scene, the music now sounds "twisted and tortured," and this description can also apply to the music in the final scene of "The Sixteen-Millimeter Shrine." 84 In The Twilight Zone, the musical repetition depicts obsession, just as in Sunset Boulevard. Throughout his episode cues, even when not writing tremolos, he uses rapidly repeating notes on two alternating pitches which function as tremolos. For the majority of both scores, however, the choice of music is greatly determined by the viewing situation for which it was intended.
Conclusion
as this article has shown, while the music in both the film and the television episode is similar, it displays some fundamental differences, influenced by their different viewing environments. First, Waxman's compositional choices resulted not only from the action and plot, but also the plot trajectory. The film's length allowed Waxman more space to develop musical motifs than was the case in the half-hour 84 Quoted in Staggs, 145. television episode, and this was likely why he used leitmotifs in the former much more frequently than in the latter. One of the key reasons why we hear subtle orchestrations in the film but not the episode is that they would likely not have been audible in the latter. So Waxman had to use alternative orchestrations, appropriate to the medium, to achieve similar effects.
Neither television sets nor movie theater loudspeaker systems were without their own particular sound-quality problems. But I raise the points regarding the general inferiority of the sound in early television loudspeakers to demonstrate that composers were sensitive to the differences in the two media, and made their compositional choices accordingly. Indeed, Waxman's comment about considering what he felt the music would sound like in the theater underlines this point.
Given the lengths of the respective scores of the film and the television episode, there remains much more to examine in terms of their similarities. However, in this article I have illustrated how prior understanding of the technology of the viewing location influenced musical decisions made by a composer. In doing this I have examined two similar plots: one destined for the large screen and one for the small screen. I have aimed to create a better understanding of a composer's approach to composition for two related but different media.
